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Abstract:

Aims:

This study aimed to assess mental health status by measuring depression and investigating the effect of physical activity in lessening the mental
health burden among HCWs during the COVID-19 pandemic in Jordan.

Background:

The COVID-19 pandemic has caused distress and depression among healthcare workers and drastic disruptions in social, economic, and health
systems worldwide.

Methods:

A cross-sectional online study through google forms involved HCWs across Jordan for two months. The 10-item short form of the Center for
Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale Revised (CESD-R10) was used to assess depressive symptoms.

Results:

The total sample was 295, females were 50.5% with mean age of 33.1 (>80% less than 40 years old), married 51.9%, 63% were physicians, 88.1%
had contact with patients, and 64.7% were smokers. Depression symptoms were perceived by 59.3% of the total samples (53.1).

Conclusion:

During the  COVID-19-induced nationwide lockdown in  Jordan,  HCWs who engaged in  enough physical  exercise  reported fewer  depressive
symptoms. Promoting physical exercise among HCWs may lead to better results for their mental health. Various clinical implications support
promoting designated time and space for physical activity at work.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The severe acute respiratory coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2
or COVID-19), which emerged at the end of 2019, has caused
a global pandemic [1], leading to profound fears and distress
among  healthcare  workers  (HCW) and  drastic  disruptions  in
social, economic, and health systems worldwide [1, 2]. HCWs
are among the highest exposed people to contract COVID-19
due to its ability to spread so efficiently through asymptomatic
and  symptomatic  individuals [3]. The scarcity  of  information
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concerning  the  risk  of  acquiring  the  infection,  mode  of
transmission,  and treatment has intensified the psychological
burden experienced by HCWs during this unprecedented event.
Furthermore, increasing cases, insufficient personal protection
equipment (PPE), extremely demanding workloads, and lack of
adequate therapies to save lives contributed to a burden directly
related to working during disease outbreaks [1, 3].

The  literature  on  HCWs  working  during  epidemics  and
COVID-19 indicated increased mental burden among HCWs,
including  reported  symptoms  of  post-traumatic  stress,
depression,  anxiety,  fear,  and  insomnia  [4  -  6].  Perceived
causes include social isolation, uncertainty around the future of
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the  pandemic,  availability  of  a  vaccine,  increased  workload,
lack of social support, and fear of familial transmission were
all  reported  in  more  than  one  study  [6  -  8].  Although
psychosocial issues are common among HCWs, most mental
health  problems  among  health  professionals  stay  hidden
without seeking mental healthcare [8]. Depression is a common
mental  health  condition  that  can  majorly  impact  individual
welfare  and  daily  functioning  [9].  According  to  the  World
Health  Organization,  depression  affects  around  322  million
people and is ranked the most significant contributor to global
disability (7.5% of all years lived with disability in 2015) [10].
Depression is characterized by persistent low mood, dysphoria,
poor  motivation,  and  several  other  symptoms,  ranging  from
psychomotor to cognitive impairments. Depression can affect a
person to suffer severely and malfunction at work, school, and
family.  In  addition,  it  can  cause  severe  physical  health
comorbidities, including cardiovascular disease, metabolic risk
factors such as adiposity, and premature mortality. At its worst,
depression  can  lead  to  suicide  [9,  10].  Although  effective
treatments are available for mental disorders, more than 75% of
people  in  low-  and  middle-income  countries  receive  no
treatment  [9,  10].  Barriers  to  efficient  care  include  lacking
resources  and/or  trained  healthcare  providers  and  the  social
stigma associated with mental illnesses. Regardless of income
level, people who experience depression are often not correctly
diagnosed,  and  others  who  do  not  have  the  disorder  are  too
often misdiagnosed and prescribed antidepressants [9].

Physical  activity  can  protect  against  many  morbidities,
including  mental  health  problems  [11,  12].  The  Centers  for
Disease  Control  and  Prevention  (CDC)  and  the  American
College  of  Sports  Medicine  (ACSM)  recommend  that  adults
exercise  for  at  least  30  min  on  most  days  to  improve  their
health  and quality  of  life.  Clinical  trials  have confirmed that
regular  exercise  effectively  treats  the  disease,  including
physical ailments, e.g., cardiovascular disease, and psychiatric
disorders,  e.g.,  depression.  Further,  cross-sectional  studies
frequently associate  regular  exercise with general  well-being
and lower mood and anxiety disorder rates [13, 14].

Jordan  is  a  middle-income  country  in  the  middle  east,
where HCWs who confronted the COVID-19 pandemic were
stationed  at  the  Ministry  of  Health,  army,  universities,
UNRWA, and private sector. By Sept 11, 2022, registered and
confirmed cases of COVID-19 reached 1,738,867, and 14,114
deaths, a 7-day average of 482 COVID-19 cases [15]. Data on
COVID-19  magnitude  and  the  number  of  infected  or  dead
HCWs  in  Jordan  is  limited.  However,  some  studies  on
depression  among  HCWs  in  Jordan  revealed  significant
findings [16 - 21]. Extremely severe depression (57.8%) among
Jordanian  HCWs  and  extremely  severe  anxiety  (60%)  were
reported [16, 17]. Other studies indicated a moderate to high
prevalence  of  depression  ranging  from  26%  to  42%  among
HCWs in Jordan [18 - 21]. This study aimed to assess mental
health  status  by  measuring  depression  and  investigating  the
effect of physical activity in lessening the mental health burden
among HCWs during the COVID-19 pandemic in Jordan.

2. METHODOLOGY

This was a cross-sectional online study involving HCWs

across Jordan for two months (from June to July 2021). Data
was  collected  online  through google  forms,  approaching and
targeting  335  HCWs  by  their  social  networks  groups  and
addresses, with a response rate of 88.3%. The study tool was
developed  to  assess  depressive  symptoms  using  the  10-item
short  form  of  the  Center  for  Epidemiological  Studies
Depression Scale Revised (CESD-R10), the reported Internal
consistency for the CES-D-10 = (Cronbach's α=0.86) [20 - 24].
Participants  answered  each  item  of  the  scale  and  rated  how
frequently during the past 7 days and on a one to four Likert
scale (0 = rarely- less than 1 day, 1 = some or a small quantity
of the time- 1–2 days, 2 = occasionally or a moderate amount
of time- 3–4 days, and 3 = most or all of the time- 5–7 days)
they  had  experienced  specific  symptoms.  The  scale  ranges
from  0  to  30,  and  a  score  ≥  10  denotes  elevated  depressive
symptoms. A binary indicator was then created using a cutoff
of 10 or more to indicate depressive symptoms. This cutoff is
the  most  commonly  used  threshold  and  has  been  previously
used in other studies [19 - 23]. Physical activity amount was
defined in five categories (no physical activity, daily, weekly-
one  day,  two  days,  3  to  4  days),  all  for  30  min  or  less.  For
analysis,  physical  activity  was  reduced  into  two  categories
(1=no  physical  activity,  2=daily  to  weekly  for  30  min).
Sociodemographic  variables  included  age,  gender,  specialty,
marital  status,  patient  contact,  and  smoking.  The  analyses
included  frequency  distribution  detailed  by  male-female,
binary  chi-square  testing,  and  logistic  regression  at  the  alfa
level equal to or less than 0.05. Jordan University of Science
and  Technology  funded  this  study.  The  ethical  authorization
was granted by the Jordan University of Science & Technology
Institutional  Review  Board  (IRB);  the  approval  required
keeping  data  confidential  and  using  it  only  for  scientific
purposes,  providing  a  consent  form,  and  providing  the  final
research results report to the university. To meet the consent
form requirement, the participant needed to click agree to start
the  online  survey,  and  this  agreement  was  considered  the
required  consent  to  start  filling  out  the  scale.

3. RESULTS

The total sample participants were 295, and females were
50.5%,  mean  age  was  33.1  (>80%  less  than  40  years  old),
married were 51.9%, 63% were physicians, 88.1% had contacts
with patients, and 64.7% were smokers, (Table 1). Depression
symptoms were perceived by 59.3% of the total sample (53.1%
females Vs. 46.9% males), while 61% were practicing physical
activity daily or weekly for 30 min, (Table 2). The relationship
between depression status and sociodemographic and physical
activity is shown in Table 3. The results indicate a significant
relationship between depression status and physical activity (p-
value 0.003) and marital status (p-value 0.038), while all other
factors were insignificant. Depression symptoms were mainly
perceived  among  the  younger  age  group  (20-30  years  old,
76.7%),  females  (53.1%),  those  not  married  (53.1%),  and
physicians  (66.3%).  Table  4  demonstrates  the  results  of  the
binary  regression  analysis  of  depression  status  and  other
factors.  Depression  symptoms  were  more  perceived  among
those who did not practice physical activity compared to those
who did, P-value= 0.003, OR=2.18, 95% CI (1.30, 3.65), those
who were smoking, P-value= 0.039, OR=0.543, 95%CI (0.303,
0.971),  and  females,  P-value=  0.038,  OR=0.551,  95%CI
(0.313,  0.969).
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Table 1. Sociodemographic characteristics by gender of participants.

- Female Male Total N
Age

20-39
≥ 40
Total

130 (54.6%)
19 (33.3%)
149 (50.5%)

108 (45.4%)
38 (66.7%)
146 (49.5%)

238 (80.7%)
57 (19.3%)
295 (100%)

Marital status
Married

Not married
Total

85 (55.6%)
64 (45.1%)

68 (44.4%)
78 (54.9.%)

153 (51.9%)
142 (48.1%)
295 (100%)

Specialty
Physicians

Dentist
Pharmacist

Nurse
Other Medical

Total

68 (36.6%)
23 (67.6%)
28 (82.4%)
15 (68.2%)
15 (78.9%)

118 (63.4%)
11 (32.4%)
6 (17.6%)
7 (31.8%)
4 (21.1%)

186 (63.1%)
34 (11.5%)
34 (11.5%)
22 (7.5%)
19 (6.4%)

295 (100%)
Contact with patients

Yes
No

Total

127 (48.8%)
22 (62.9%)

133 (51.2%)
13 (37.1%)

260 (88.1%)
35 (11.9%)
295 (100%)

Smoking
Yes
No

Total

22 (21.2%)
127 (66.5%)

82 (78.8%)
64 (33.5%)

104 (64.7%)
191 (35.3%)
295 (100%)

Table 2. Depression status and physical activity of participants.

- Female Male Total N
Depression

Yes
No

93 (53.1%)
56 (46.7%)

82 (46.9%)
64 (53.3%)

175 (59.3%)
120 (40.7%)

Physical activity
Yes
No

91 (50.3%)
58 (50.9%)

90 (49.7%)
56 (49.1%)

181 (61.4%)
114 (38.6%)

Physical activity /yes
Daily for 30 min or less

Daily for more than 30 min
Weekly one day for 30 min
Weekly two days for 30 min
Weekly 3-4 days for 30 min

26 (46.4%)
5 (20.8%)
20 (52.6%)
22 (14.8%)
18 (12.1%)

30 (53.6%)
19 (79.2%)
18 (47.1%)
7 (4.8%)
16 (11%)

56 (19%)
24 (8.1%)
38 (12.9%)
29 (9.8%)
34 (11.5%)

Table 3. Binary relationship of depression status, physical activity of participants, and other factors.

- Depression No Depression p-value
Age

20-39
≥ 40

92 (76.7%)
28 (23.3%)

146 (83.4%)
29 (16.6%)

0.148

Gender
Female
Male

93 (53.1%)
82 (46.9%)

56 (46.7%)
64 (53.3%)

0.484

Marital statuss
Married

Not married
71 (46.4%)
49 (34.5%)

82 (53.6%)
93 (65.5%)

0.038

Specialty
Physicians

Dentist
Pharmacist

Nurse
Other Medical

70 (37.6%)
14 (41.2%)
15 (44.1%)
14 (63.6%)
7 (36.8%)

116 (62.4%)
20 (58.8%)
19 (55.9%)
8 (36.4%)
12 (63.2%)

0.214
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- Depression No Depression p-value
Contact with patients

Yes
No

Total

105 (40.4%)
15 (42.9%)

155 (59.6%)
20 (57.1%)

0.780

Smoking
Yes
No

37 (35.6%)
83 (43.5%)

67 (64.4%)
108 (56.5%)

0.188

Physical activity
Yes
No

86 (47.5%)
34 (29.8%)

95 (52.5%)
80 (70.2%)

0.003

Table 4. Logistic regression analysis of depression and other factors.

Variables B P-value OR 95% Confidence Interval for OR
Physical activity

Yes
No

-
0.781 0.003 2.18 (1.30, 3.65)

Gender
Female
Male

-
0.597 0.038 0.551 (.313, .969)

Smoking
Yes
No

-
-0.611 0.039 0.543 (0.303, 0.971)

4. DISCUSSION

The  work  performed  by  HCWs  during  ordinary  times
represents  a  risk  that  often  cannot  be  avoided.  Nevertheless,
being at the frontlines confronting dangerous diseases during
emergencies is an obligation for HCWs. This study positively
promotes physical activity among HCWs to prevent depression
symptoms,  especially  during  tense  situations.  The  results  of
this  study  established  a  significant  relationship  between  the
high level of perception of depression symptoms and lack of
physical activity. This significant relationship was evident in
the binary analysis and the logistic regression model (P-value=
0.003,  OR=  2.18,  95%  CI  =  (1.30,  3.65).  This  result  agrees
with  the  abundance  of  previous  studies  that  confirmed  the
constructive function of physical activity in reducing the risk of
deteriorating HCWs' mental health due to the pressure of the
tremendous  work  performed  [9  -  12].  Furthermore,  physical
activity part is shown as a protector against illness [9, 11, 13].

Almost 61% of the HCWs showed involvement in physical
activities, which was associated with lower levels of depression
compared  to  HCWs  who  did  not  involve  in  any  physical
activity.

These  results  validated  our  hypothesis  and  aligned  with
earlier studies among various demographics conducted during
lockdowns.  For  instance,  decreased  weekly  physical  activity
levels  were  negatively  associated  with  well-being  on  the
French Reunion Island and mood in England [24 - 28]. In the
same way, Ernsten et al. reported that symptoms of anxiety and
depression  were  considerably  lower  in  physically  active
Norwegian  adults  [29].

The  results  of  this  study  imply  that  HCWs  may  have
dramatically reduced their levels of physical activity during the
lockdown.  In  a  Middle  Eastern  and  North  African  country
survey,  Jordanian  adults  exhibited  the  highest  pooled
prevalence values of sufficient physical activity levels among

girls  and  males  (94.2%  and  95.5%,  respectively)  [30].
However, it is essential to emphasize that comparing accurately
with other  conflicting literature  reports  is  challenging due to
varying definitions of physical activity.

For  instance,  another  study  published  by  Walke  et  al.
reported  that  51.8%  of  Jordanian  adults  did  not  engage  in
moderate  physical  activity  [31].  Moreover,  the  results  show
that  they  mainly  perceived  depression  symptoms  among  the
younger age groups, females (53.1%), unmarried women, and
physicians.

5. RECOMMENDATIONS

HCW populations should continue to be a focus of future
research because they have received very little attention from
previous studies on public health. In addition, there is a critical
need  for  longitudinal  research  with  accurate  assessments  of
physical activity, depression, mental health, and studies using
large  cohorts.  This  allows  researchers  and  policymakers  to
understand  better  the  prevalence  of  poor  rest  and  physical
inactivity  in  these  populations  and  the  complex  pathway(s)
linking  physical  activity  and  mental  health  to  inform  public
health  policies  and  HCW  initiatives.  Furthermore,  these
behavioral and mental health characteristics affect immunity,
the likelihood of developing chronic diseases, and suicidality,
which  is  especially  important  during  the  current  worldwide
pandemic [32, 33]. Therefore, it is vital to consider intervention
strategies  that  could  stop  the  worsening  of  these  health
determinants and their subsequent impacts on health span and
disease risk, especially for HCWs during lockdown times. This
includes  promoting  transmission-safe  pursuits  like  socially
isolated  outdoor  solitude  (e.g.,  walking  and  jogging).  In
addition,  further  thought  should  be  given  to  the  potential
moderating effects of characteristics such as gender, life stage,
pre-pandemic physical activity levels, and fitness levels.

(Table 3) contd.....
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In cases where poor mental health may constrict a person's
motivation  to  exercise,  it  is  also  crucial  to  consider  other
interventions  that  directly  improve  mental  health  outcomes.
One such intervention is supporting HCWs with mental health
issues  so  they  can  engage  in  physical  activity.  Finally,
qualitative  research  findings  should  be  considered  in  future
studies.  Such  research  can  help  better  understand  the
mechanism(s)  behind  the  link  between  physical  activity  and
various health outcomes, which can help inform intervention
strategies  and  boost  population  health  under  lockdown
situations.

6. STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESS

There  were  several  significant  advantages  to  this  study.
First,  this  is  one  of  the  few  pieces  of  research  on  HCW
populations that has examined the connection between health
habits during a lockdown and risk factors for the most common
chronic diseases. In addition, such actions have been connected
to suicidality and immunity,  two serious public health issues
during pandemics.

Furthermore, the middle east and HCWs remain a region
with little public health data and resources to fight the epidemic
compared to Western countries. It is also a subject that receives
less  attention  from  public  health  researchers.  Therefore,  our
study greatly expands public health knowledge about the HCW
community. To quantify depression symptoms, this study used
widely accepted and validated instruments.

This study had shortcomings despite its advantages. First
off, this study used a cross-sectional design. Although it offers
valuable information on correlations between the exposure and
the  desired  result,  temporality  cannot  be  established,
particularly  for  these  likely  bidirectional  relationships,  and
causal inference cannot be made. In addition, social desirability
and  recollection  bias  might  affect  a  self-reported  survey,
especially  since  not  all  HCWs  have  accounts  with
communication networks. Moreover, one of the shortcomings
of using the social networking approach is that it did not reach
every  HCW,  especially  those  not  using  it.  Nevertheless,  in
terms of protecting participants' and researchers' safety during
the COVID-19-induced lockdown, the online survey was the
best  approach  that  could  be  employed  to  gather  information
from a sizable sample.

CONCLUSION

During the statewide lockdown brought on by COVID-19
in  Jordan,  HCWs  who  engaged  in  enough  physical  exercise
reported fewer depressive symptoms, and HCWs' mental health
outcomes might be improved by encouraging physical activity.
The  need  for  longitudinal  population-based  studies  using
established and impartial assessment technologies is required
to  separate  these  complicated  connections  and  provide  more
solid  evidence  to  inform  public  health  policies  and
interventions
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